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 The Diary of a Mindful Dog
BOB LUCKIN

9780875169071 $10.95
Paperback 104pg
SEPTEMBER 2020

It only took author Bob Luckin just a few weeks to get 
acquainted with his dog Murphy. They got to know each 
other so well that they began sharing their thoughts even 
though they didn’t speak the same language they under-
stood each other. Readers will enjoy the playful and some-
times comical comments of a dog who not only has a nose 
close to the ground, but also a simple heart that clearly 
expresses the joys of life. The Diary of A Mindful Dog is a 
collection of what they have learned so far.

Simple Thoughts . . . from a Not-So-Simple Dog

BOB LUCKIN has had a life-long career in Mental Health, serving in many different 
capacities. He has also been an artist and writer for most of his life. He became a director 
at Centers for Spiritual Living Palm Beaches in Lake Worth FL in the year 2000. He is a 
writer of a monthly column for the Science of Mind magazine

“I believe that dogs have come to 

earth as God’s sacred messengers, 

to instruct us on how to be better 

humans. The problem is few of us 

have been teachable. Read The Diary 

of a Mindful Dog with an open heart 

and allow yourself to be teachable.” 

— DR. DENNIS MERRITT JONES
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“Kim Stanwood Terranova has a direct hot line to Spirit. Every time I sit 
with her I learn something about myself.”  — KENNY LOGGINS 

PAULA D. TOZER is a writer, philosopher, singer/songwriter, creativity coach, 
competitive speaker, avid hiker and cyclist, and perpetual critter lover.  She has released 
two EP’s - Blue Muse (2014) and Cain’s Regret (2015).  Since achieving a Black Belt in 
Taekwondo at the age of 42, she has trekked to Machu Picchu, cycled in France, and 
climbed many of the tallest mountains on the northern end of the Appalachian Trail. 

9780875168968  $16.95
Paperback 220pg
OCTOBER 2020

Through the words of author Paula Tozer’s 
“Constant Traveler”, the most honorable, 
compassionate, and elegant part of her, she found 
the answers that allowed her to rest, recover, and 
heal after years of tragic loss and a painful divorce. 
The rebuilding started with one basic step . . . You 
become your own best friend.  

The 52 statements of An Elegant Mind’s Handbook 
are the threshold to an open dialogue with your 
own “Constant Traveler”.  In this book you will 
discover the benefits of: Cultivating a friendship 
with your Constant Traveler; Embracing an 
Everything Gently mindset; Accessing your 
personal Wellspring of Inspiration.

Elegance is the natural expression of prosperity. . .  
You were meant to live an elegant life!

 The Technology of Intention
ACTIVATING THE POWER OF THE UNIVERSE WITHIN YOU!

KIM STANWOOD TERRANOVA  
Foreword by Rev. Michael Beckwith

Trade Paperback 200pg 
9780875169040 $16.95

We are a technological society, no doubt about 
it. Our devices keep us informed while isolating 
us from each other and from ourselves, our true 
selves. There is, however, another technology, an 
inner technology that brings us back to our true 
selves and gives us the ability to create lives of joy, 
abundance and wisdom.  

Kim Stanwood Terranova calls it The Technology 
of Intention and in this book she teaches the reader 
how to tap into this technology and unleash its 
power. This book is a guiding light in assisting us 
to not only understand the power we each have, 
but also to give us the road map and step-by-step 
process to ignite that power.

ENGAGE THE GUIDE WITHIN YOU

An Elegant Mind’s Handbook
TRANSFORMING REACTION INTO RESPONSE 

PAULA D. TOZER

KIM STANWOOD TERRANOVA is a woman of passionate power who assists individuals 
with experiencing true inner greatness and unlimited, authentic joy.  She is a licensed 
Practitioner of Truth from The Agape International Spiritual Center in Los Angeles, and 
has also earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Spiritual Studies.  
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WHITE EAGLE spoke through Grace Cooke, his medium, bringing 
the Ancient Wisdom teachings for the present day. His teachings are 
published in over 50 books.

Group  
Consciousness

REALIZING  
BROTHERHOOD  

ON EARTH

WHITE EAGLE

The celebrated spirit teacher, 
White Eagle, describes a process 
by which individual self-
consciousness yields to a coming 
together in brotherhood and a 

group consciousness, and finally universal consciousness. The 
Aquarian Age is very much the age of the group, and White 
Eagle does not just theorize about our coming together in 
understanding, he actually describes how individuals may join in 
brotherhood one with another, serving all creation by doing this. 

White Eagle PublishingNow Available from

9780854872411 $18.95 
Paperback 208pg

The Quiet Mind
SAYINGS OF 

WHITE EAGLE

This small pocket book is the threshold 
collection of sayings from White Eagle 
based on the theme of “following the 
Master within.” Each saying gives 
helpful guidance on how to bring 
peace and harmony into one’s life.

WITH OVER 1.5 MILLION 
COPIES IN PRINT, The Quiet 
Mind IS A MASTERPIECE OF 

INNER STRENGTH 

9780854872343  $10.00 
 Pocket Hardback 90pg 
Body Mind Spirit / New 

Thought

SCOTT COOPER is a national youth advocate and writer, with special focus on coping 
skills for young people. His previous books include the award-winning Speak Up and 
Get Along (Free Spirit Press, 2005) and Sticks and Stones (Random House/Crown, 2000). 
He is also a COO in private industry and was previously a consultant to companies in 
the environmental planning and design industries. He has been an active student in the 
realms of philosophy, human well-being, and science and lives in northern California.

Rock and Water
THE POWER OF THOUGHT; THE PEACE OF LETTING GO

SCOTT COOPER
 

9780875168968  $16.95
Paperback 220pg

an integrated resource for greater happiness

Just as a stream peacefully wanders through the 
natural world, over, around, or between rocks, Rock 
and Water provides skills to help you more effectively 
navigate the obstacles of life. Author Scott Cooper 
introduces 18 basic skills for enhancing and sustaining 

happiness that will uphold and carry inner peace 
and happiness from one day to the next -- skills 
that are based on Scott Cooper’s research in the 
fields of cognitive psychology and mindfulness/
acceptance. 

Flow Peacefully through the  
Unpredictable Ups and Downs of Life
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AS A MAN THINKETH 
9780875160009 $3.50

Booklet 64pg

THE HEART OF PROSPERITY
9780875168807 $10.95

Pocket Paperback 232pg

THE WAY OUT 
9780875168326 $9.95

Pocket Paperback 140pg

THE AQUARIAN GOSPEL 
9780875161686  $9.95

Paperback 274pg 

THE INFINITE WAY 
9780875163093  $10.95  

Paperback 200pg 

THE IMPERSONAL LIFE 
9780875163017  $10.95  

Pocket Paperback 256pg 

POWER OF UNLIMITED IMAGINATION 
9780875168791 $10.50
Trade Paperback 150pg

TOUCH FOR HEALTH 
9780875168715  $45.95  

Paperback 380pg 

THE NEVILLE READER 
9780875168111  $18.95  

Paperback: 380pg 

IT WORKS 
9780875163239  $3.00  

Booklet 30pg 

THE INVISIBLE STRING  
9780875167343  $16.95 

Hardcover 36pg 

THE SMILE THAT WENT  
AROUND THE WORLD 

9780875168753 $15.95 
Hardback 24pg

TOP BACKLIST TITLES
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WRITINGS OF 
FLORENCE SCOVEL SHINN 
9780875166100   $10.95  

Paperback 355pg 

THE GAME OF LIFE FOR WOMEN 
9780875167824  $9.95  

Paperback 96pg 

LIFE AND TEACHING OF THE 
MASTERS OF THE FAR EAST: 

VOLUMES 1-6 
BOXED SET 9780875165387  
$55.95  Paperback Boxed Set 

YOU ARE LIKE A SEED
9780875169026 $14.95

Children 3+ Hardback 24pg

LIVING THE SCIENCE OF MIND 
9780875166278  $22.95  

Paperback 434pg 

OPEN YOUR MIND TO RECEIVE 
9780875168289  $12.95  

Paperback 128pg 

THE DYNAMIC LAWS OF PROSPERITY 
9780875165516  $20.95  

Paperback 434pg 

A GUIDE FOR ADVANCED SOUL 
9780875168630  $12.95   

Pocket Paperback 232pg 

NUMEROLOGY: 
 THE ROMANCE IN YOUR NAME

9780875162270 $19.95
Paperback 384pg

SHORTCUT TO A MIRACLE
9780875169002 $17.95
Trade Paperback 320pg

JUST BEING AT THE PIANO
9780875168937 $14.95
Trade Paperback 120pg

TOP BACKLIST TITLES

THE GAME OF LIFE CARDS 
9780875166179 $15.95

Boxed set of 52 Durable Cards 



ORDERING DEVORSS PUBLICATIONS 

Individuals: DeVorss & Company supports booksellers and the valuable service they provide to your community. All of our 
titles are available through your local bookseller, direct from our website and other online booksellers. To order direct from 
our warehouse give us a call at 800-843-5743 during business hours or send an email to orders@devorss.com. Email or call 
us for additional title inquiries.  A friendly customer service representative will be happy to answer your call personally. 

Booksellers: Please call us toll-free at 800-843-5743 for discounts and ordering information, or contact a wholesaler. 
DeVorss Publications are also available from these wholesalers.

US / CANADA:     Ingram, Baker&Taylor, New Leaf, Dempsey Canada  
ENGLAND / UK:   Deep Books 

Churches/Pastors: Discounts, desk and review copies are available to spiritual organizations. Please send written 
request on organization letterhead.

Libraries: Our titles are available from all major wholesalers or directly from DeVorss Publications.

Review Copies: Available upon request, email editorial@devorss.com

Quantity Discounts: Available on bulk purchases for educational, business, or sales promotional use,   
email service@devorss.com.

Permissions, Foreign & Subsidiary Rights: Please send all inquiries to service@devorss.com.

For more information, please contact:
DeVorss & Company
553 Constitution Ave
Camarillo CA 93012-8510

805-322-9010 office
805-322-9011 fax
800-843-5743 orders

service@devorss.com
www.devorss.com

AUSTRALIA:        Brumby Books
SOUTH AFRICA:    New Horizon

Acropolis Books Now Available from

Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/DeVorss

9780874910018 $18.95
TRADE PAPERBACK 242pg

“Joel Goldsmith’s inspired and profoundly inspiring books represent a vital 
contribution to the spiritual awakening of humanity.” — ECKHART TOLLE 

The Government of Eden
SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES OF LIVING IN PEACE

JOEL S. GOLDSMITH

Drawn from nearly 300 transcripts and numerous 
books, The Government of Eden offers an 
enlightening message of assurance, conviction, 
and practicality that is both timely and timeless. 
This volume is comprised of teachings that 
illuminate not only the nature of our divine 
consciousness, but also our all-important 
responsibilities as spiritual citizens. Joel is not 
only calling us back to the peaceful garden of 
freedom and fulfillment within, but also guiding 

us to and through the gates of Eden, which 
have never been locked – except in belief. The 
material found in this book is as relevant today as 
it was when it was delivered in the 20th century. 
It represents Goldsmith at his finest, revealing the 
practicality of the mystical message he taught and 
lived through The Infinite Way. The book will 
serve as a daily inspirational guide, not only in 
an election year, but throughout the year as we 
examine the way we govern ourselves.

Previously unpublished, The Government of Eden is a compilation 
of Joel Goldsmith’s late 1950s classwork that reflects extraordinary 
views on topics of deep concern today including government, 
politics, and voting.


